Numbers can be represented as arabic digits (6) or as number words (six). The current study investigated potential processing differences between the two notational formats. Based on the previous finding (e.g., Potter & Faulconer, 1975 ) that objects are named slower, but semantically categorized faster, than corresponding words, it was investigated whether a similar interaction between stimulus format and task could be obtained with numbers. Experiment 1 established that number words were named faster than corresponding digits, but only if the two notation formats were presented in separate experimental blocks. Experiment 2 contrasted naming with a numerical magnitude judgement task and demonstrated an interaction between notation and task, with slower naming, but faster magnitude judgement latencies for digits than for number words. These findings suggest that processing of the two notation formats is asymmetric, with digits gaining rapid access to numerical magnitude representations, but slower retrieval of lexical codes, and the reverse for number words.
Numbers are notated in one of two symbolic formats: as words (e.g., "six"), or as arabic digits (e.g., "6"). This fact raises interesting questions about exactly how the mind represents the two notation formats. Number words are notated alphabetically, much like words in general in alphabetic writing systems such as English. Hence, the orthographic representation of a word (i.e., its letters) specifies its pronunciation, because letter symbols systematically map onto phonemes. The notation of arabic digits, on the other hand, can be characterized as ideographic or logographic, because the visual form of a digit is only arbitrarily related to its corresponding phonological form. This raises the possibility that processing of numbers in the two notations engages fundamentally different pathways and mechanisms.
Two simple tasks that are used to compare digit and number word processing are naming aloud and numerical judgements. With number words, it is likely that the same processing routes support naming and access to conceptual knowledge that are involved in the processing of words in general. Models of visual word recognition and naming generally assume that written input can be converted to phonological codes based on non-semantic processing pathways, with some debate about whether one or more routes are required for this conversion (e.g., Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) . Hence, if a number word (such as "six") is read out aloud, its visual input form is most likely transformed into the corresponding phonological form /sIks/ without gaining access to abstract magnitude representations.
1 When the task requires access to conceptual codes (such as in numerical magnitude judgements), number words, again similar to words in general, most likely gain access to semantics via an orthographic input lexicon (e.g., in Coltheart et al., 2001) or through acquired mappings from print to semantics (e.g., Plaut et al., 1996) .
Arabic digits, in contrast, do not specify the phonological codes to which they correspond, and hence, digits might be processed much like objects, rather than words. Most current models of object naming (e.g., Glaser, 1992; Humphreys, Price, & Riddoch, 1999; Theios & Amrhein, 1989) stipulate access to semantic representations as a necessary step between visual object recognition and the access of naming codes. If the same was true for arabic digits, then naming would also involve mandatory access to conceptual codes. Furthermore, digits would access abstract numerical codes similarly to the way objects access their meaning, i.e., via a direct route from visual object recognition to conceptual representations.
Hence, if arabic digit processing were similar to object processing in general, then digits and number words should be processed in different pathways. Number words could be assumed to gain rapid access to phonological forms, but only indirect access to meaning. In contrast, digits might gain immediate access to conceptual codes, but retrieve lexical codes only in a subsequent step. If so, number word and digit processing would be fundamentally asymmetrical. Alternatively, however, it could be that arabic digits have processing characteristics that much resemble those of lexical items, i.e., an immediate link between the visual input form and the corresponding verbal representation. This might be because single digits have an extremely high frequency of occurrence (e.g., Dehaene & Mehler, 1992) , and because the semantic specification of numbers (i.e., numerosity) is very specific and clearly defined. In this case, digit and number word processing would be largely symmetrical: both notation types should allow access to phonological codes without necessary semantic mediation.
Some evidence for the latter possibility comes from the neuropsychological domain. For instance, Dehaene and Cohen (1997) described a patient who performed well on digit naming, but was substantially impaired when asked to decide which one of two digits was larger. Findings such as these have been taken to suggest that digits can be converted into verbal codes (and vice versa) via "asemantic transcoding routes" (e.g., Cipolotti, 1995; Deloche & Seron, 1987) , implying that digit processing is more similar to word, rather than object, processing. On the other hand, some studies investigating number processing in unimpaired populations have suggested important differences between digits and numbers. For instance, in Besner and Coltheart (1979) , two arabic digits of different physical size were presented on a computer screen, and participants judged which one was numerically larger, ignoring physical size. Nevertheless, physical magnitude influenced the speed with which the numerical size judgement was performed: responses were faster when physical and numerical size matched, than when they did not match. A different pattern was found with number words: here, the numerical judgement was unaffected by physical size. Hence, a lexical processing mechanism appeared to be involved for number words, and a object-like one for digits. However, subsequent studies such as Foltz, Poltrock, and Potts (1984) have found significant effects even with number words (see Holender & Peereman, 1987 , for an overview).
2 Fias, Reynvoet, and Brysbaert (2001) investigated whether the characteristic asymmetry found in color-naming Stroop tasks (color naming is slowed by an incongruent word, but word naming is unaffected by an incongruent color; Stroop, 1935) could be obtained with digits and number words. They showed that naming latencies of arabic digits (e.g., "6") were substantially slowed down in the presence of an incorrect number word (e.g.,"five"), relative to an unrelated baseline ("xxxx"). In contrast, naming of number words was virtually unaffected by the simultaneous presence of incongruent arabic digits. On the other hand, when the task was a parity judgement ("is the target number even or odd?"), interference was found with both notation formats. These findings suggest a fundamental difference in processing between the two notation scripts: digit, but not number word, naming is conceptually mediated, and hence an incongruent distractor interferes. Parity judgements, however, require access to conceptual information, and hence, both notations are subject to interference (see Smith & Magee, 1980 , for a similar investigation into asymmetries between pictures and words).
3
A similar conclusion was suggested by Fias (2001) , based on previous work on number processing (e.g., Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993) that demonstrated an association between number magnitude and response side preference: small numbers tend to be judged faster with left-hand responses than with right-hand responses; the opposite holds for larger numbers. Fias (2001) demonstrated this effect with single-digit number words in a parity judgement task. Crucially, however, when the task was to monitor a particular phoneme in the number word, then the effect vanished, suggesting that number words access semantic knowledge only when this is necessary for a particular task.
Findings such as these provide some evidence for the claim that arabic digits and number words are processed differently. The experiments reported here contribute to this debate by focusing directly on the processing speed of digits and number words in verbal and conceptual tasks, in a very simple and straightforward way. They start from one of the earliest and best-documented findings in the psychology of language, namely that it takes more time to name objects than corresponding words. This observation, first pointed out by Cattell (1885) , has subsequently been replicated in more than twenty published articles (e.g., Brown, 1915; Fraisse, 1960; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Irwin & Lupker, 1983 , to name just a few; see Ferrand, 1999 , for a comprehensive listing). On the other hand, when objects or words are semantically categorized, the opposite pattern is found, with faster latencies for object than for word categorization. For instance, Potter and Faulconer (1975) demonstrated that words were named 260 ms faster than pictures. In contrast, when participants were asked verbally to judge with a "yes" or "no" whether the picture or word was an exemplar of a category provided prior to the trial, it took 51 ms longer to respond to words than to pictures (see also Theios & Amrhein, 1989 , for possible criticism, Seifert, 1997 , for a recent replication, and Chainay & Humphreys, 2002 , for evidence that the difference in categorization speed depends to some extent on the nature of the conceptual task). This interaction between stimulus format and task is accommodated in current models of language processing by assuming (i) that words, but not objects, gain rapid access to phonological codes via one or more subsemantic routes, and (ii) that objects, but not words, have privileged access to conceptual codes.
A similar interaction between notation format and task could also be predicted in numerical processing if digits are processed much like objects, but number words like lexical items in general. In other words, if arabic digits rapidly contact the conceptual system, whereas number words access semantic codes indirectly via a mental lexicon, then digits should be categorized faster than number words. Conversely, words should have an advantage over digits in naming tasks, as they have rapid access to the lexicon whereas digits have to be converted to verbal responses via the semantic system.
Experimental evidence to evaluate these predictions is scarce. Some findings suggest that tasks that require access to abstract numerical codes are performed faster on digits than on number words. For instance, Dehaene et al. (1993;  Experiment 9) compared parity judgements in response to digits and number words ranging from 0 to 19, and found that latencies for digits were 78 ms slower than those for words. In Dehaene et al. (1998) , participants manually judged digits or number words between one and nine regarding whether they were smaller or larger than five (the crucial manipulation of presenting masked primes prior to the targets can be ignored for present purposes). Digits were categorized approximately 20 ms faster than number words (estimated from their Figure 2; see also Naccache & Dehaene, 2001 , for similar results). Despite the fact that the effects of notation on latencies were only indirectly investigated, the results indicate an advantage of digits over number words in semantic tasks. A related finding that suggests a difference between digits and number words was reported by Ito and Hatta (2003) : in their first experiment, Japanese participants were presented with two numbers of different physical size, written either in Arabic, in Kanji (an ideographic script), or in Kana (a syllabic script), and were asked to judge manually which of the two was numerically larger. A similar congruency effect between physical and numerical size was found across the three notations. Furthermore, the fastest latencies were obtained for Arabic digits, with slower ones for Kanji, and the slowest ones for Kana. These results also suggest rapid access to numerical knowledge from digits, but slower access from other types of notation.
On the other hand, the prediction that number words are named faster than digits appears to be refuted: Ferrand (1999) asked participants in two experiments to name numbers between zero and nineteen in both notation formats. The first experiment manipulated notation format as a betweenparticipants variable, and obtained a non-significant difference of 6.5 ms (albeit in the predicted direction). The second experiment showed a non-significant difference of 6.6 ms with notation being manipulated as a within-participants variable, once again in the predicted direction. These findings suggest that both notation types access corresponding phonological codes equally easily, and hence offer no support for the hypothesis that number words and digits are processed asymmetrically.
Unfortunately, these findings are somewhat ambiguous: number naming is fast (less than 500 ms on average), and the between-participants manipulation used in the first experiment is probably less than ideal for detecting relatively small potential differences. The second experiment -with a within-participants design -also failed to show a significant difference, which would appear to provide stronger evidence that digits and number words undergo similar processing. However, in this latter experiment the two notation formats were randomly intermixed. Recent research (e.g., Lupker, Brown, & Colombo, 1997; Taylor & Lupker, 2001 ) has revealed that latency differences between different types of stimuli are often obscured when conditions are intermixed, and only emerge if stimuli are presented in "pure" blocks. Such "list composition" effects have recently been shown in other domains as well (e.g., Meyer, Roelofs, & Levelt, 2003) . A likely explanation for such effects is that when "easy" and "difficult" stimuli are blocked, speakers may adopt a differential response criterion of some kind for each type, and hence differences will emerge. On the other hand, if both types are intermixed, speakers are forced to adopt an intermediate criterion that slows down fast responses, and speeds up slow ones, hence obscuring the differences (see, e.g., Lupker et al., 1997; Lupker, Kinoshita, Coltheart, & Taylor, in press; Rastle, Kinoshita, Lupker, & Coltheart, in press, Taylor & Lupker, 2001 , for detailed discussions).
The important empirical observation here is that underlying processing differences between conditions sometimes emerge only if the two stimulus types are blocked. Ferrand (1999) 's failure to find a significant difference between digit and number word naming should be regarded with cautionpossibly, such a difference emerges only if digits and number words are presented in separate blocks. The following experiment presented the numbers one to nine in either notation format. Crucially, notation format was varied in experimental blocks that were either "pure" or "mixed". Only small differences were expected in the "mixed" condition. The crucial question was whether this difference was accentuated in the "pure" condition. If so, then the claim that number word and digit naming involve different processing pathways would receive some support.
Experiment 1

Method
Participants. Eight undergraduate students from the University of Bristol took part in this experiment in exchange for course credit.
Materials and Design. Stimulus notation (digits vs. number words) and mode (pure vs. mixed notation format) were manipulated as within-participants and within-items variables. The numbers zero to nine were named either as digits or as number words. They were presented in four blocks of 60 items; each stimulus was presented a total of six times per block. Mixed and pure experimental blocks alternated, such that half of the participants started with a mixed block, and the others with a pure block; order of the pure blocks was also counterbalanced across participants. Within a block, the order of the trials was pseudo-randomized such that targets were never repeated on consecutive trials.
Apparatus and Procedure. Stimuli were presented in black 18 point bold Arial font on white background in the center of a computer monitor. Number words were presented in lowercase and subtended a visual angle of between 1.9 and 3.2 degrees from the viewing distance of 60 cm. Digits subtended an angle of 0.8 degrees. Responses were measured to the nearest millisecond with a voice key.
Participants were tested individually. At the beginning of the experiment, a short practice block was administered in which each target was named once in each notation in a random sequence. Then, the four experimental blocks were administered; Breaks were provided between the blocks. The entire experiment consisted of 240 trials and lasted approximately 20 minutes.
On each trial, a fixation cross was presented for 500 ms, followed by the target which was shown for 1,500 ms. Latencies were measured from the onset of the target. An intertrial interval of 1,000 ms concluded each trial. The experimenter noted down trials judged to be incorrect; latencies from these trials were later excluded.
Results
Responses on which participants had made an error (0.3%), and response times smaller than 200 ms or larger than 1,200 ms (1.8%) were excluded from the latencies analysis. Table 1 and Figure 1 show that when digits and number words were intermixed, the latency difference between them was negligible. The difference, however, was substantially larger when digits and words were presented in "pure" blocks.
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted that included the factors presentation mode (mixed vs. pure) and notation (digits vs. words) as within-participants and withinitems factors. No significant effect of mode was found in the analysis by participants, F 1 = 0.19; however, the effect approached significance in the analysis by items, F 2 (1, 9) = 5.03, MSE = 504, p = .052. The effect of stimulus notation was significant, F 1 (1, 7) = 14.90, MSE = 1,858, p = .006; F 2 (1, 9) = 6.29, MSE = 2,299, p = .033. Crucially, a significant interaction between mode and notation was obtained, F 1 (1, 7) = 6.03, MSE = 529, p = .044; F 2 (1, 9) = 6.63, MSE = 683, p = .030, indicating that notation format affected the difference in latencies between digits and number words. Simple effects on the difference between digits and number words, separately for each level of the factor presentation mode, showed no significant outcome in the mixed condition, F 1 (1, 7) = 2.93, MSE = 202, p = .130; F 2 (1, 9) = 0.74, MSE = 238, p = .413, but a highly significant result in the pure condition, F 1 (1, 7) = 15.25, MSE = 2,184, p = .006; F 2 (1, 9) = 18.99, MSE = 2,744, p = .002. Error occurrences (0.3%, or 6 cases out of 1,920) were considered too low to allow a meaningful analysis.
Discussion
When randomly intermixed, latency differences between digits and number words were small and not significant, hence replicating Ferrand (1999)'s earlier findings. Crucially, however, when digits and number words were presented in separate experimental blocks, number words were named significantly faster than digits. These findings suggest a crucial underlying difference between the two notation types that emerges only in the pure presentation format.
We turn now to the central question of whether an interaction between notation format and task (naming vs. conceptual categorization) can be obtained. The following experiment presented the numbers one to nine in either notation format, and asked participants to either name the stimuli, or to perform a numerical magnitude judgement. An interaction between notation and task would underscore crucial processing differences of digits and number words.
Experiment 2
Participants. Eight undergraduate students from the University of Bristol, none of whom had participated in the first experiment, took part in this experiment in exchange for course credit.
Materials and Design. Task (naming vs. numerical magnitude judgement) and notation (digits vs. number words) were manipulated as within-participants and within-items variables. The numbers one to nine, with the exception of five, were presented either as digits, or as number words, and were either overtly named, or manually judged into whether or not the target was larger or smaller than five. Half of the participants performed magnitude judgements first, and naming second, and the other half received the reverse order. Within each half, two blocks were administered, one with digits, and one with number words; the order was counterbalanced across participants. Within a block, each target was presented eight times in a random order to a total of 64 trials, with the constraint that targets were never repeated on consecutive trials. For the magnitude judgement, the mapping of small or large responses to response keys was counterbalanced across subjects. Apparatus and Procedure. These were similar to Experiment 1. In the magnitude judgement task, participants pressed with their index fingers one of two buttons on a handheld response device connected to the computer.
Participants were tested individually. At the beginning of each of the four blocks, a short practice block was administered in which each target was named in the relevant notation for the upcoming block. Breaks were provided between blocks. The entire experiment consisted of 256 trials and lasted approximately 20 minutes.
The timing within each trial was the same as in the first experiment. In the naming blocks, the experimenter noted down incorrect trials.
Results and Discussion
Responses on which participants had made an error (0.6%), and response times smaller than 250 ms or larger than 1,200 ms (0.2%) were excluded from the analysis. Table 2 and Figure 2 indicate faster latencies for number words than for digits in naming, and the opposite pattern in magnitude judgements.
ANOVAs that included the factors task (naming vs. magnitude judgement) and notation (digits vs. words) as withinparticipants and within-items factors indicated no significant effect of task, F 1 (1, 7) = 0.18, p = .068; F 2 (1, 7) = 0.90, p = .374, nor of notation, F 1 (1, 7) = 0.81, p = .400; F 2 (1, 7) = 2.92, p = .132. Crucially, the interaction between task and notation was highly significant, F 1 (1, 7) = 31.76, MSE = 10,357, p .001; F 2 (1, 7) = 60.12, MSE = 10,441, p .001. Simple effects showed that in the naming task, latencies for digits were significantly slower than those for words, F 1 (1, 7) = 11.26, MSE = 3,331, p = .012; F 2 (1, 7) = 48.49, MSE = 3,357, p .001. In the magnitude judgement task, latencies for digits were significantly faster than those for words, F 1 (1, 7) = 13.93, MSE = 7,432, p = .007; F 2 (1, 7) = 30.58, MSE = 7,495, p .001. Error occurrences (0.6%, or 13 cases out of 2,048) were considered too low to allow a meaningful analysis.
In summary, an interaction between notation format (digits vs. number words) and task (naming vs. magnitude judgement) was obtained: number words were named significantly faster, but conceptually categorized slower, than digits. Hence, processing of digits and number words are supported by different pathways.
General Discussion
This study investigated potential asymmetries in the way in which arabic digits and number words access conceptual and phonological codes. The first experiment established that, when digits and number words were named in separate experimental blocks, latencies for words were significantly faster than for digits. The second experiment compared the naming of digits and number words to a manual magnitude judgement task. Digits were named slower, but categorized faster, than number words, parallelling previous findings showing that objects are semantically categorized faster, but named slower, than corresponding words (e.g., Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Seifert, 1997) . Both findings can be attributed to asymmetric processing pathways in which objects and digits gain privileged access to conceptual codes but are converted to lexical codes in a subsequent step, whereas words, including number words, gain rapid access to phonological codes, but somewhat slower access to semantic knowledge. These findings are fully compatible with those recently reported by Fias et al. (2001) and described in the Introduction in that they show important differences in processing between digits and number words, and argue against "asemantic transcoding routes" (e.g., Cipolotti, 1995) that allow an arabic-to-verbal conversion without the involvement of semantic codes.
The results suggest that number words, much like words in general, are read based on non-semantic processing pathways. Current models of reading (e.g., Coltheart et al., 2001) commonly assume that words with consistent spelling are predominantly read through a conversion process from graphemes to phonemes, and inconsistent ones mainly via a lexical look-up procedure. Correspondingly, number words that are spelled consistently ("six") may differ in their processing from those with inconsistent spelling ("one"). Figures 1 and 2 do not show such a pattern; however, single-digit number words are most likely too frequent in occurrence to reveal such differences.
How do the central findings relate to current models of number processing? Most models agree that arabic digits and number words are processed in separate input modules. For instance, the framework proposed by McCloskey (1992) assumes that two different input systems map onto a common abstract magnitude representation, and onto phonological word forms in a subsequent step. Processing of number words and digits is largely symmetrical: in tasks that require access to conceptual codes, both formats access abstract magnitude representations in a parallel fashion. In tasks that require access to phonological codes, both formats access these codes via semantic representations. This model could not easily accommodate the current results. To account for the finding that number words are named faster than digits, one could assume that the route between the digit processing module and the semantic system is slower than the corresponding link between number word processing and semantics. However, this would entail slower numerical judge-ments for digits than for number words, which is the opposite of what was found. 5 An alternative framework, the "triple-code" model developed by Dehaene (1992; see also Dehaene & Cohen, 1995) specifies three different modules: a "visual arabic" system which mediates arabic numeral input and output and multidigit calculations, an "auditory-verbal" system that mediates verbal -written and spoken -input and output, as well as simple addition and multiplication tables, and an "analogue magnitude" system which supports subitizing, estimation, and approximate calculation. All three subsystems map directly onto each other. Specifically, arabic codes can be transformed, via an "asemantic transcoding route", into verbal codes (and vice versa) without intervening access to abstract magnitude codes. This framework assumes that number words access the auditory-verbal modules, which supports naming, directly. In contrast, digits access the visual arabic system and have to be converted to the auditory-verbal system via the asemantic route. Assuming that the conversion process takes some time, the model does predict that number words are named faster than digits. On the other hand, both notation types access the analogue magnitude module in a parallel fashion. To account for the finding that digits are numerically categorized faster than number words, additional assumptions are required, such as that the link between digit processing and the conceptual system is stronger than the corresponding link for number words. This possibility is difficult to rule out at present; however, the results reported here highlight the need to be explicit about such assumptions.
Yet another framework, the "preferred entry-code" hypothesis by Noël and Seron (1993) , assumes that each individual has a preferred concrete entry code to which numbers are initially converted. Some individuals may convert all input forms, including arabic digits, to a verbal format before accessing abstract numerical codes; others may use arabic digits as the preferred entry code to conceptual knowledge. The present findings do not provide evidence for this claim. On the contrary, the obtained interaction between notation format and task was highly consistent: eight out of eight participants showed faster average latencies for naming number words than digits, and seven out of eight showed slower latencies in size judgements on number words than on digits.
The results are clearly most compatible with the account introduced by Fias (2001) in which digits are processed along a central semantic route whereas written number words can either access semantics, or their phonological codes directly. Prima facie, the interaction between notation format and task rules out the possibility that digits, much like words, could be converted to phonological codes via asemantic transcoding routes. However, it is possible that asemantic routes between digits and corresponding phonological codes exist, but act too slowly to contribute to the naming latencies of digits (see Fias, 2001, and Fias et al., 2001 , for a discussion). This possibility, while being difficult to refute experimentally, would have the benefit of accounting for certain neuropsychological findings (such as Dehaene & Cohen, 1997; Cipolotti, 1995) that are difficult to explain otherwise. However, it appears that such asemantic pathways do not contribute much to normal number processing.
The proposed similarity between digits and pictorial stimuli probably breaks down outside the realm of single digit numbers. The encoding and decoding of multi-digit numbers is combinatorial in nature and hence implements a rigid syntactic structure. For instance, the stimulus "24" will be pronounced "twenty-four" in English, but "four-and-twenty" in German and Dutch. Furthermore, single digits have different meanings depending on their position in a digit string (e.g., "2" means "two" in 32, "twenty" in 24, and "twelve" in 12; Deloche & Seron, 1987) . Hence, the decoding of multi-digit numbers (both in arabic and verbal format) into meaning involves lexical and syntactic processes before abstract numerical codes can be accessed, and the same probably holds for the naming of complex numbers. It is thus unlikely that the proposed properties of single digits and corresponding number words also hold for more complex numbers. Instead, models such as McCloskey (1992)'s, which propose lexical and syntactic codes in the processing modules for arabic digits as well as for number words (and hence an entirely symmetrical structure for digits and number words), are probably more adequate. For single-digit numbers, however, the current findings suggest privileged access of digits to conceptual codes, but slower access to lexical representations, and the reverse pattern for number words.
